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Ever fantasized about savoring authentic Korean 
flavors? Your dreams are about to come true! 

Dive into the world of healthy and diverse Korean 
cuisine, reimagined with a modern twist on         
traditional cooking methods. 

Introducing KO&CO's sensational Kfood – premium 
Korean dumplings crafted for effortless           
preparation at home. Our focus is on using fresh                 
ingredients that promise a true burst of taste. 
Explore the exotic, taste the unknown, and 
immerse yourself in a journey of culinary delight. 
Welcome to an adventure where tradition       
seamlessly blends with modernity. 

Fresh and diverse – that's KO&CO.

KO&CO embodies the essence of Korean street 
food and modern cooking – a brand made for food 
enthusiasts looking to expand their culinary        
horizons. Our diverse range of products is        
carefully crafted in Korea's top dumpling facility, 
producing up to 25,000 tons of dumplings every 
year. We maintain the highest hygiene and safety 
standards, certified by HACCP, ISO 22000, and 
FSSC22000, showcasing our strong commitment to 
product quality and safety.

Our international team, representing various 
cultures and locations from Seoul to Aachen, 
shares a passion for food and a desire to explore 
the rich culinary landscape our world offers. 
Together, we celebrate the joy of eating and 
embark on a journey to discover the flavors of the 
world.

We constantly seek             
inspiration and highly value 
innovative technologies. 
What does the future hold? 
We are eager and excited to 
find out.

With a blend of precision, 
durability, and innovative 
technology, our high-quality 
products set a new standard 
in the food industry. The key 
factor behind this is the use 
of fresh ingredients.

Our packaging is designed to 
be environmentally friendly 
and fully recyclable, aiming 
to minimize environmental 
impact.

Straight from the freezer to 
your plate, ready in no time 
and tailored to your taste – 
effortless and efficient.
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